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SUMMARY Switching a communication path from one Access Point
(AP) to another in inter-domain WLANs is a critical challenge for delay-
sensitive applications such as Voice over IP (VoIP) because communica-
tion quality during handover (HO) is more likely to be deteriorated. To
maintain VoIP quality during HO, we need to solve many problems. In
particular, in bi-directional communication such as VoIP, an AP becomes a
bottleneck with the increase of VoIP calls. As a result, packets queued in
the AP buffer may experience a large queuing delay or packet losses due
to increase in queue length or buffer overflow, thereby causing the degra-
dation of VoIP quality for the Mobile Nodes (MNs) side. To avoid this
degradation, MNs need to appropriately and autonomously execute HO in
response to the change in wireless network condition, i.e., the deterioration
of wireless link quality and the congestion state at the AP. In this paper,
we propose an HO decision strategy considering frame retries, AP queue
length, and transmission rate at an MN for maintaining VoIP quality dur-
ing HO. Through simulation experiments, we then show that our proposed
method can maintain VoIP quality during HO by properly detecting the
wireless network condition.
key words: handover, AP queue length, frame retries, transmission rate,
VoIP, multi-rate WLAN

1. Introduction

Wireless LAN (WLAN, IEEE802.11a/b/g/n) has been the
dominant wireless technology and is extensively deployed
today. Meanwhile, there is a huge demand for Voice over IP
(VoIP) service over WLANs. However, delivering VoIP over
WLANs (VoWLANs) has many challenges because VoIP
is a delay and packet loss sensitive application. In some
metropolitan areas, WLANs (WiFi hotspots) have already
provided Internet connectivity to mobile nodes (MNs) in
many locations. In such an environment, the MNs are likely
to traverse several WLANs with different IP subnets during
a VoIP call because the coverage of an individual WLAN
is relatively small. Consequently, VoWLAN quality could
be drastically degraded due to the severe wireless network
condition caused by the movement and increase of MNs.
Therefore, to maintain VoWLAN quality, MNs need to ap-
propriately and autonomously execute handovers (HOs) in
response to the wireless network condition.
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In such a mobile environment, typically, two main fac-
tors degrade VoWLAN quality: (1) degradation of wire-
less link quality and (2) congestion at an AP. First, as an
MN freely moves across WLANs, the communication qual-
ity degrades due to the fluctuation of wireless link condi-
tion. Second, as VoIP is a bi-directional communication, an
access point (AP) becomes a bottleneck with the increase
of VoIP calls. That is, VoIP packets to MNs are liable to
experience large queuing delay or packet loss due to in-
crease in queue length or buffer overflow in the AP buffer
because each MN and AP has almost the same priority level
of frame transmission by following the CSMA/CA scheme.
In addition, in multi-rate WLANs, although a rate adapta-
tion function changes the transmission rate in response to
wireless link condition, a low transmission rate occupies
a larger amount of wireless resources than that of a high
transmission rate. Thus, compared with a high transmission
rate, a low transmission rate tends to cause a congestion at
an AP. Therefore, to maintain VoWLAN quality, we need
to develop an HO strategy considering these two factors in
WLANs.

So far, many researchers have studied HO strategies.
Although most of them focus on the mechanism for switch-
ing wireless networks, they do not sufficiently study an HO
strategy considering both wireless network condition and
characteristics of an application. In a bi-directional real-
time communication such as VoIP, packets routed to MN
and queued in the AP buffer experience queuing delay or
packet loss, thereby resulting in degradation of VoIP qual-
ity for MN. However, common APs, which are already
widespread, do not have a mechanism to report the conges-
tion state to MNs. Thus, MNs need to estimate the occur-
rence of the congestion at the AP for avoiding degradation
of VoIP quality.

In this paper, first, we study a way of estimating AP
queue length at an MN side to detect the congestion in a
WLAN. Then, we propose a new HO strategy method con-
sidering wireless network conditions, i.e., the deterioration
of wireless link condition and congestion at the AP. Finally,
we show the effectiveness of our proposed method through
simulation experiments.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys
related work. Section 3 discusses the HO decision criterion
for detecting the degradation of network condition. Sec-
tion 4 describes our proposed handover decision strategy in
detail, and Sect. 5 presents performance evaluation of our
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proposed HO strategy. Finally, concluding remarks are pre-
sented in Sect. 6.

2. Existing Studies of Handover Strategy

Many HO decision strategies have been studied for various
layers of the protocol stack where network and transport lay-
ers are most widely studied. Mobile IP [1] is a network
layer scheme utilizing and relying on network infrastruc-
tures including Router advertisement, Home Agent (HA)
and Foreign Agent (FA). However, an HO process in Mo-
bile IP takes a significant time period including the period
for acquisition of the IP address in a new WLAN and reg-
istration request to an HA and a Correspondent Node (CN).
For example, the layer 2 handover period is 50–400 ms [2],
acquisition of IP address from DHCP takes about 300 ms,
and registration request is one way delay. Therefore, it is
clear that aggregation of interruption period of layer 2 and 3
contributes to deterioration of VoIP communication quality.
Moreover, although FMIPv6 [3] and HMIPv6 [4] have been
proposed to reduce the handover processing period, they are
difficult to deploy in WLANs administrated by different or-
ganizations. This is because they require additional network
element such as the HA that introduce a burdensome admin-
istration and require additional cost. Then, we consider the
end-to-end basis approach, which is not require any change
of network infrastructure.

On the transport layer, mobile Stream Control Trans-
mission Protocol (mSCTP) [5], which is a mobility exten-
sion of SCTP, has been proposed. Although mSCTP sup-
ports multi-homing and dynamic address reconfiguration for
mobility, the issue of the HO decision is not discussed in de-
tail. The authors in [6] proposed an SCTP based HO scheme
for VoIP using a Mean Opinion Score (MOS) [7] as an HO
decision metric. The HO mechanism employs a probe mes-
sage called a heartbeat to estimate a Round Trip Time (RTT)
and then calculates MOS value based on the RTT. How-
ever, since upper layer (above layer 3) information such as
packet loss, RTT, and MOS indicate end-to-end commu-
nication quality, the information is varied due to both the
wireless and wired networks. Therefore, the existing studies
could cause unnecessary HOs due to temporal congestions
in wired networks.

In a mobile environment, MNs need to promptly and
reliably detect wireless link condition. Our practical ex-
periments in [8] proved that the number of frame retries on
the MAC layer has the potential to detect the wireless link
degradation during movement because packets over WLAN
inevitably experience frame retries before being treated as
packet loss. Reference [9] proposed an HO mechanism em-
ploying the number of frame retries as an HO decision
metric through analytical study. This method, however,
only considers the frame retransmission caused by the col-
lision with frames transmitted from other MNs in a non-
interference environment. On the other hand, we proposed
an HO strategy method considering the number of data
frame retries on the MAC layer [10]–[12]. This strategy

employs multihoming enabling to execute multi-path trans-
mission mode for supporting inter-domain soft-HO between
two WLANs with different IP subnets. However, although
our previous method can detect the degradation of wireless
link condition due to both movement of MN and radio in-
terference, it cannot detect congestion at both serving AP
and targeted AP. This is because our previous method de-
tects wireless link condition based on only data frame retries
without considering congestion at both serving AP and tar-
geted AP. Therefore, in our previous method, an MN could
execute an HO to a congested AP as well as leads to imbal-
anced traffic load among APs, thus, VoIP quality would be
degraded.

We need an HO strategy considering congestion of AP
and the load balancing among the APs. In [13], authors pro-
posed a decentralized AP selection strategy to achieve a load
balancing among the APs by exploiting the packet error rate
that can be obtained from the RSS. However, this strategy
only considers TCP traffic and it requires a slight modifi-
cation in both MN and AP. We consider an HO strategy
based on end-to-end basis for realtime application and the
HO strategy aim no modification of network infrastructure
such as AP.

In this paper, we propose an HO strategy considering
congestion of both targeted AP and serving AP in addition to
wireless link condition in order to avoid VoIP quality degra-
dation and achieve a load balancing among APs.

3. Handover Decision Metrics

We discuss HO decision metrics that can precisely indi-
cate wireless network condition. In particular, many HO
technologies employ the RSS on PHY layer as an HO de-
cision metric. However, our previous research [8] shows
that RSS is very difficult to use to properly detect deteriora-
tion in communication quality because it fluctuates abruptly
due to distance and interfering objects. It also cannot de-
tect the degradation due to radio interference. Furthermore,
in [8], we showed that the information of the MAC layer,
i.e., frame retry has the potential to serve as a significant
metric. However, it cannot satisfactorily detect the wireless
networks condition. In this section, we then describe the
following three HO metrics employed in our new proposed
method.

3.1 RTS Frame Retries

In the IEEE802.11 standard, a sender confirms a success-
ful transmission by receiving an ACK frame in response to
the transmitted data frame. When a data or ACK frame is
lost, the sender periodically retransmits the same data frame
until achieving a successful transmission or reaching a pre-
determined retry limit. The standard supports two retry lim-
its: long-frame and short-frame retry limits. In addition, the
standard also includes the Request-to-Send (RTS)/Clear-to-
Send (CTS) function to prevent collisions caused by hidden
nodes. If RTS/CTS is applied, a long-frame retry limit of
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Fig. 1 Simulation model 1.

Table 1 Simulation parameters.

VoIP Codec G.711
WLAN Standard IEEE802.11g
Supported Data Rate (Mbps) 6 9 12 18 24 36 48 54
Tx Power (dBm) 5.0 5.1 6.7 7.9 8.1 9.3 10.6 10.1
Fading Model Nakagami Ricean K = 4.84
SIFS 16 µs
Slot Time 9 µs
CWmin, CWmax 15, 1023

four is applied, otherwise, a short-frame retry limit of seven
is applied. When frame retries reach the retry limit, the
sender treats the data frame as a lost packet. That is, we can
detect the occurrence of packet loss in advance by utilizing
the frame retries. Moreover, unlike the RSS, frame retries
can promptly and reliably detect the wireless link degrada-
tion due to not only reduction of signal strength but also
radio interference and collisions [8]. Therefore, frame retry
allows an MN to detect wireless link condition promptly and
reliably.

In [10], we employed data frame retry as an HO de-
cision metric in WLANs with a fixed transmission rate
(11 Mb/s). However, in a real environment, almost all
WLANs employ a multi-rate function that can change the
transmission rate according to wireless link condition. If
the transmission rate is dropped by the multi-rate function, a
more robust modulation type is selected and thus data frame
retries are further decreased. As a result, an MN cannot
properly detect the degradation of wireless link quality only
from data frame retries in multi-rate WLANs.

We then consider an RTS frame as an alternative metric
of data frame retries. As an RTS frame is always transmit-
ted at the lowest rate (e.g., 6 Mb/s in 802.11a/g and 1 Mb/s
in 802.11b), an MN can appropriately detect the change of
wireless link quality. Moreover, RTS frame is basically em-
ployed to prevent collisions in wireless network due to hid-
den nodes. However, according to the IEEE802.11 standard,
as RTS threshold is 2347 bytes by default, thus, RTS is not
sent in case of VoIP packet size (160 bytes). Therefore, in
our proposal, all MNs must set RTS threshold to 0 in order
to enable the MNs send the RTS frame. To show the effec-
tiveness, we investigate the behavior of the RTS retry ratio
when an MN moves away from an AP through simulation
experiments using Qualnet 4.0.1 [14]. Figure 1 (a) and Ta-

Fig. 2 RTS retry rate vs. MOS over distance.

ble 1 show a simulation model and parameters, respectively.
Note that we employ MOS [7] to assess the VoIP quality. In
our study, RTS retry ratio is employed instead of the fre-
quency of RTS retries. The RTS retry ratio is calculated as
follows:

RTS Retry Ratio =
Number of RTS Frame Retries

Total Transmitted Frames
(1)

The number of RTS frame retries and the total transmitted
frames are calculated at every distance point.

Figure 2 shows the relationship between the MOS and
RTS retry ratio as a function of distance between the AP
and the MN. Note that MOS of more than 3.6 indicates
an adequate VoIP call quality. From Fig. 2, we can see that
the MOS is degraded with the increase in the RTS retry ratio
when the MN moves away from the AP. Since the RTS retry
ratio is varied due to the fluctuation of wireless link quality,
we employ a least-squares method to grasp their trend and
estimate the best fit of the occurrences of RTS retry ratio
over the distance, shown as a straight line. The straight line
shows that the RTS retry ratio of 0.6 indicates the starting
point of VoIP quality degradation. Therefore, we set the
RTS retry ratio of 0.6 as one of the thresholds to execute the
HO in this study.

3.2 AP Queue Length

With the increase of VoIP calls in a WLAN, the AP queue
length increases. Then, each packet routed to MN and
queued in the AP buffer may experience a large queuing de-
lay or packet loss due to increase in queue length or buffer
overflow. Consequently, the queuing delay and the packet
loss severely affect the VoIP quality of MNs. However, the
IEEE802.11 (a/b/g/n) standard unfortunately does not pro-
vide a mechanism that can inform MNs of the AP queue
length. Therefore, to maintain VoIP quality, an MN needs to
detect the congestion of the AP by itself.

We then investigate the relationship between the num-
ber of MNs (VoIP calls) and AP queue length through sim-
ulation experiments. Figure 1(b) and Table 1 show a sim-
ulation model and parameters, respectively. In the simula-
tion scenario, we randomly locate from one to 18 MNs in
a WLAN. Each MN communicates with a CN using VoIP.
Figure 3 shows the relationship among the number of MNs,
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Fig. 3 Relationship among # of MNs, AP queue length, and MOS.

Fig. 4 RTT between AP and MN (W-RTT).

AP queue length, and MOS. From Fig. 3, we can see that
although VoIP quality of CNs (CN MOS value) is kept ad-
equate even if VoIP calls increase, the MN MOS value ad-
versely degrades.

From Fig. 3, we found the significance of the AP queue
length. However, how can MNs detect AP queue length
without modifying an AP? Therefore, we propose a method
to estimate AP queue length based on RTT between MN and
AP. Note that in this paper, the RTT between MN and AP is
called Wireless RTT (W-RTT). As illustrated in Fig. 4, the
MN periodically sends a probe packet (ICMP message) to
an AP and then calculates W-RTT. The W-RTT increases
in response to the increase of AP queuing delay because a
probe response packet experiences queuing delay in the AP
buffer. Therefore, the W-RTT can be used to derive infor-
mation about AP queuing delay.

We then investigate the relationship among MOS, AP
queue length and the W-RTT using the simulation model in
Fig. 1 (b). From Fig. 5, we can see that the W-RTT increases
with the increase of AP queue length and the AP queue
length of less than 7,500 bytes satisfies an adequate VoIP
call. The graph also shows that the W-RTT should be kept
under 200 ms to satisfy adequate VoIP quality. Therefore,
in our proposed method, we employ W-RTT to estimate AP
queue length and set the W-RTT threshold (W-RTT thr) of
200 ms to maintain the adequate VoIP quality.

Fig. 5 Relationship among AP queue length, W-RTT, and MOS.

Fig. 6 Proposed HO architecture.

3.3 Transmission Rate

IEEE 802.11 supports a rate adaptation function that can dy-
namically and automatically change the transmission rate
based on wireless link condition. In the case where wire-
less link quality degrades, as the transmission rate decreases
caused by the change of the modulation type, the wireless
resource is more occupied because of the long transmission
delay. As a result, the lower transmission rate is likely to
cause congestion of an AP. Therefore, to alleviate conges-
tion of an AP, the transmission rate can also be treated as a
potential HO decision metric.

4. Proposed Handover Strategy

In our study, we employ RTS frame retry, estimation of AP
queue length (W-RTT), and transmission rate as HO deci-
sion metrics. We then propose an HO strategy method based
on [10]. In [10], an MN has two WLAN interfaces (IFs), and
an HO Manager (HM) implemented on transport layer con-
trols HO based on the HO decision metrics obtained through
cross layer approach (see Fig. 6).

4.1 Single-Path and Multi-Path Transmission

Our proposed HO method employs multi-homing similar to
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Fig. 7 Switching to single/multi-path transmission.

[10] in order to support soft-HO. HM properly switches
between single-path and multi-path transmission modes in
response to wireless network condition. Single-path trans-
mission mode means that an MN communicates with a CN
using only one IF. Multi-path transmission, on the other
hand, means that an MN sends duplicated packets to a CN
through two IFs for supporting soft-HO.

Figure 7 shows an algorithm of switching to
single/multi-path transmission when an MN moves into an
overlap area of two APs (AP1 and AP2). An MN associated
with two APs transmits a probe packet to both APs at 500 ms
intervals to estimate AP queue length of each AP. If both W-
RTT values are below an W-RTT threshold (W-RTT thr),
an MN detects that both APs are not congested. Then, the
MN investigates the RTS frame retry rate of the current (sin-
gle) active IF since its movement also affects wireless link
condition. If the RTS frame retry ratio reaches a retry ratio
threshold of single-path (R S thr), an HM switches to multi-
path mode to investigate the wireless link condition of both
IFs as well as supporting soft-HO. On the other hand, if the
W-RTT of AP1 reaches W-RTT thr, i.e., detection of con-
gestion at AP1, an MN switches to the AP2 directly without
switching to multi-path mode because multi-path mode may
cause more serious congestion in WLANs. Finally, if both
measured W-RTTs reach W-RTT thr, an MN then investi-
gates the wireless link condition by using the RTS frame
retry ratio of the active single IF.

In multi-path transmission, to maintain VoIP quality,
an MN sends the same data packets to both IFs. Hence,
the MN needs to switch back to single-path transmission as
soon to prevent redundant network overload. As shown in
Fig. 8, an algorithm of switching to single-path transmission
works as follows. An MN measures W-RTTs of both APs at
all times. If either of the W-RTTs is below the W-RTT thr,
the MN switches to an IF with the smaller W-RTT. If both
W-RTTs are simultaneously below the W-RTT thr, the MN
then compares the RTS frame retry rate of both IFs. Figure 9
shows an algorithm to compare RTS frame retry ratios of
both IFs. If both frame retry ratios of the IFs are equal,
the MN continues multi-path mode. On the other hand, if
either of the frame retries is below the ratio threshold of
multi-path (R Mthr), the MN switches to single-path mode

Fig. 8 Switching from multi-path transmission to single-path transmis-
sion.

Fig. 9 HO based on RTS retry ratio.

through the IF with the smaller frame retry ratio. Note that,
this proposed method is further called the basic method.

4.2 Dealing with Ping-Pong Effect (Extension Method 1)

If all MNs send probe packets to measure the W-RTT in the
basic method, the MNs may unfortunately detect conges-
tion of the serving AP (e.g., AP1) at nearly the same time.
Then, all MNs may switch the communication to a neighbor
AP (e.g., AP2) and leave AP1. As a result, the neighboring
AP2’s queue length is drastically increased, and then, all
MNs switch back to AP1 again. This phenomenon is typ-
ically known as the ping-pong effect and leads to degrada-
tion of all VoIP quality due to fluctuation of both APs queue
length.

To avoid the ping-pong effect, we extend the basic
method. In extension method 1, to avoid the simultaneous
HO among all MNs, they first examine their own current
transmission rate before executing HO. Figure 10 shows an
HO algorithm based on transmission rate. A WLAN pro-
vides a multi-rate function that can change the transmission
rate dynamically based on wireless link condition. As men-
tioned earlier, since an MN with lower transmission rate oc-
cupies a large amount of wireless resources, the MN is li-
able to lead to congestion of an AP. Moreover, as MNs with
the lowest transmission rate typically are far away from the
connected AP, that is, near the edge of its coverage, they
must execute handover as soon as possible to maintain their
communication quality. Therefore, in extension method 1,
MNs with the lowest transmission rate (6 Mb/s) first exe-
cute HO. Then, if the AP queue length is still high even
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Fig. 10 HO based on transmission rate.

after Time thr, MNs with the next lowest transmission rate
(12 Mb/s) start to execute HOs. The extension method 1 ac-
tually works as follow. When the serving AP is congested,
all MNs detect the congested AP through RTT measure-
ment (W-RTT > W-RTT thr). First, all MNs with trans-
mission rate of 6 Mb/s (the lowest rate) execute the HO since
ARF thr is set to 0 by default. Note that ARF thr of 0 in-
dicates 6 Mb/s. After that, if the AP is still congested in
Time thr, the all remaining MNs increase the ARF thr by
one, i.e., the ARF thr of one indicates 9 Mb/s. Then, MNs
with transmission rate under 9 Mb/s execute HO. This han-
dover process is repeated until congestion of the AP is alle-
viated. If the congestion is alleviated, ARF thr of all MNs
set back to default value of 0. Thus, an MN does not need
to know whether another MN with lower transmission rate
has executed the HO or not. Therefore, to execute HO, all
MNs only monitor their own transmission rate and compare
the rate with the current ARF thr.

4.3 Elimination of Redundant Probe Packets (Extension
Method 2)

If every MN measures W-RTT by using probe packets ac-
cording to extension method 1, these probe packets may ag-
gravate congestion in a WLAN. To eliminate the redundant
probe packet, we further extend the extension method 1. In
extension method 2, only one representative MN sends a
probe packet to the AP, and then other MNs measure W-
RTT by capturing the probe and probe ACK packets that the
representative MN sends and receives, respectively. This
method works as follows (see Fig. 11).

Each MN first monitors all packets over a wireless link
before sending a probe packet by itself. If it receives a probe
packet sent by another MN, it cancels the transmission of a
probe packet and measures W-RTT by using the probe and
probe ACK packets, which another MN exchanges. Each
MN can then identify whether a captured packet is a probe
packet or not, by observing the ICMP message frame length
(64 bytes). Furthermore, an MN can also identify whether
a probe packet is for request (ICMP Request) or for reply
(ICMP Response) by observing the MAC address of the cap-
tured ICMP packet because all MNs connected to an AP can

Fig. 11 Calculate W-RTT from existing probe packet.

Fig. 12 Obtaining a right to send the probe packet.

identify the MAC address of the AP. If the destination MAC
address of the captured packet is that of the AP, each MN
can judge the packet as a probe request packet. On the other
hand, if the source MAC address is an AP’s, then each MN
judges the packet as a probe reply packet.

In Fig. 11, probeReq Time and probeReply T ime are
the receiving time of the probe request transmitted from an-
other MN and that of the probe reply transmitted from the
AP, respectively. As every MN can identify whether a cap-
tured packet is a probe request or probe reply, it can calcu-
late the W-RTT (probeReply T ime−probeReq Time) prop-
erly. In this way, this method can eliminate the redundant
probe packets because MNs calculate the W-RTT by captur-
ing the probe packets that one representative MN sends.

If the representative MN leaves a WLAN, one of the
remaining MNs needs to start periodically sending a probe
packet as a representative MN. Here, we describe how an
MN obtains the right to send probe packets in Fig. 12. First,
all MNs always examine the difference between the last re-
ceiving time of a probe packet (ProbeLastT ime) and the
current time (CurrT ime). If the difference is greater than
probeAbsenceT ime, that is, a probe packet can not be cap-
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tured for a while, first, MNs with the lowest transmission
rate in a WLAN try to send a probe packet. This is because
a probe packet sent at the lowest transmission rate can be
captured by almost all MNs in a WLAN due to its inher-
ently longer transmission range. The timing to send a probe
packet among MNs is determined based on WaitingT ime.
Basically, an MN with the smallest WaitingT ime, will be a
representative MN because WaitingT ime is calculated based
on datarate Weight, which indicates its weight of trans-
mission rate (see Fig. 12). Thus, if the datarate Weight is
lower, then WaitingT ime gets small. If several MNs with
the same transmission rate are existed, then random value in
WaitingT ime helps to distinguish who will be the represen-
tative MN among them.

5. Performance Evaluation

We evaluate our proposed HO schemes through simulation
experiments. We implement our proposed methods in Qual-
net simulator 4.0.1 [14]. Tables 1 and 2 show the simula-
tion parameters and system parameters, respectively. In our
study, we employ MOS to assess the VoIP quality.

5.1 Evaluation of Basic Methods

Figure 13 (a) shows a simulation model to evaluate effec-
tiveness of our basic method based on AP queue length and
RTS retry ratio. In this simulation, an MN with two WLAN
IFs moves from AP1 to AP2 at the speed of 1 m/s. AP2 is
assumed to be congested due to existence of fixed 15 MNs
establishing VoIP calls. The 15 MNs are randomly located

Table 2 System parameters.

WRTT thr 200 ms
R S thr 0.6
R Mthr 0.4
probeAbsenceT ime 1 second
Time thr 2 second

Fig. 13 Simulation models 2.

in the AP2 coverage area. That is, each MN may have a dif-
ferent transmission data rate according to its location. We
employ a G.711 VoIP codec that sends a 160-byte packet at
20-ms intervals. We execute 200 simulations with different
seeds, and each simulation time is 100 seconds. Thus, our
simulation results indicate the average value of the simula-
tions.

To show the effectiveness of estimation of AP queue
length, we compare our basic method with our previous
method based on only the number of data frame retries [10].
Figures 14 and 15 show MOS variation of MN and use rate
of AP1 over the distance between the MN and the AP1. In
the basic method, we can see that the MN can maintain VoIP
quality because it detects congestion in the AP2 adequately
and avoids HO to the AP2. On the other hand, although our
previous method executes HO to AP2 when the MN reaches
about 40 m, the quality after the HO degrades because of
the congestion of AP2. That is, our previous method can-
not detect the congestion in a WLAN. Therefore, our basic
method can execute HOs considering the wireless network
condition of both AP1 and AP2.

5.2 Evaluation of Extension Method 1

In the next evaluation, we show that our extension method
1 can avoid the ping-pong effect problem. Figure 13 (b)
shows a simulation model where 20 MNs are randomly lo-
cated within an overlap area between AP1 and AP2. Here,
we compare three methods, i.e., the previous method, the
basic method, and the extension method 1. At the start of
simulation, every MN establishes a VoIP call with its peer

Fig. 14 MN’s MOS over distance.

Fig. 15 Use rate of AP1 over distance.
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Fig. 16 Variation of MN’s MOS.

Fig. 17 Variation of AP1 queue length.

CN through AP1.
Figures 16 and 17 show variation of MN’s MOS and

AP1 queue length, respectively. As can be seen from
Fig. 17, the previous method cannot detect the congestion
of AP1 and it continues to utilize the AP1 without execut-
ing HO to AP2, hence, AP queue length keeps high as well
as adequate VoIP quality cannot be maintained during sim-
ulation time. Moreover, the basic method causes a signif-
icant fluctuation of AP queue length at initial duration due
to simultaneous HOs of all MNs. The basic method can get
adequate VoIP quality after gradually decreasing AP queue
length. On the other hand, our extension method 1 can
maintain VoIP call quality throughout the simulation time
because MNs with extension method 1 execute HO in or-
der of the transmission rate. Hence, extension method 1 can
avoid the degradation due to the ping-pong effect.

5.3 Evaluation of Extension Method 2

We evaluate the effectiveness for the reduction of the re-
dundant probe packets in extension method 2. We employ
two simulation scenarios in Fig. 13 (b). In the first scenario,
42 MNs are randomly located within the overlap area. On
the other hand, the second scenario has 48 MNs located ran-
domly within the overlap area. Then, at first, all MNs estab-
lish VoIP calls with their CNs through AP1.

Figures 18 and 19 show variation of MN’s MOS and
AP1 queue length, respectively. From Fig. 18, we can see
that, in the extension method 2, although the MOSs in both
cases, 42 and 48 MNs, are degrading at the beginning of
the simulation, the MOSs are recovered soon. On the other
hand, in extension method 1, although the MOS of 42 MNs

Fig. 18 Variation of MN’s MOS.

Fig. 19 Variation of AP1 queue length.

is recovered at one point, after that the MOS is gradually
degraded again. In the 48 MNs, the MOS can not be main-
tained at all. From Fig. 19, we can see that in AP1 queue
length, although both results of extension method 1 main-
tain higher queue length, that of extension method 2 grad-
ually degrades. That is, in the extension method 2, as only
one representative MN sends probe packets, the reduction
of redundant probe packets brings an increase of acceptable
VoIP calls. Therefore, extension method 2 can promptly and
reliably execute HO considering the congestion of an AP,
while avoiding the ping-pong effect and reducing redundant
probe packets.

5.4 Random Movement Environment

Finally, we evaluate the performance of extension method
2 and our previous method in a random movement environ-
ment. As shown in Fig. 13 (c), the 15 MNs randomly move
between two AP coverage areas at a speed of 1 m/s.

Figures 20 and 21 show the MOS and AP1 queue
length for the previous method and extension method 2, re-
spectively. From Fig. 20, the average of AP queue length
of the previous method is extremely high and the MOS of
MNs does not satisfy adequate VoIP quality at all. On the
other hand, in Fig. 21, extension method 2 can almost main-
tain adequate VoIP quality. Also, though some degrada-
tion points exists, the MOS can be recovered very quickly.
Therefore, MNs can promptly and reliably execute HO con-
sidering congestion of an AP by estimating the AP queue
length using probe packets.
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Fig. 20 Variation of AP1 queue length of our previous method.

Fig. 21 Variation of AP1 queue length of the extension method 2.

6. Conclusion

In a WLAN based on IEEE 802.11 specifications, MNs can-
not detect the congestion of an AP. The congestion also
contributes the degradation of VoIP quality during move-
ment. In this paper, we thus proposed an HO strategy con-
sidering the congestion of an AP. Our proposed method em-
ployed probe packets to estimate an AP queue length from
RTT between an MN and an AP. However, our proposed
method leads to the degradation of VoIP quality due to (1)
the ping-pong effect and (2) increase of redundant probe
packets. To improve the degradation, we extended the basic
method by adding two extension methods. In the first exten-
sion, to avoid the simultaneous HOs by many MNs (ping-
pong effect), we provide a function to execute HO based
on the transmission rate. In the second extension, only one
representative MN sends probe packets and the other MNs
estimate the AP queue length by capturing the probe pack-
ets. To show the effectiveness of the proposed methods,
we evaluated them through simulation experiments. From
the results, compared with the previous method, we showed
the proposed methods can promptly and reliable execute
HO considering the congestion of an AP while avoiding the
ping-pong effect and reducing redundant probe packets.
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